
In-Ovation® R
Self-Ligating Brackets

Your choice for
a beautiful smile.

In-Ovation® R
Self-Ligating Brackets

Months in 
Treatment

19.83 months vs 
23.97 months

In-Ovation finishes 
equivalent cases 
approximately 4 
months  sooner than 
traditional brackets 
with ties.

Appointments
9.6 vs 16.26

In-Ovation averages 
40% fewer 
appointments than 
traditional brackets 
with ties.
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In-Ovation® R
Self-Ligating Brackets

A Faster Way to the Smile of 
Your Dreams!
Your smile is more than an expression, it’s 
a wearable work of art that portrays the 
person you are. We believe every individual 
has the right to live their life with a smile they 
truly love. That’s why we offer In-Ovation R 
system braces. The free-sliding technology 
places almost no pressure on your teeth as 
it gently guides them into proper alignment 
and helps you realize the smile of your 
dreams faster, easier and more comfortably 
than you ever dreamed possible. Embrace 
the confidence that comes with beautifully 
aligned teeth and put your smile on display. 
Ask your orthodontist if In-Ovation R 
system braces are right for you!

“Happy with results, love my 
smile and would recommend 
In-Ovation braces to anyone 
who asked.” - Jane

Saving the Best for Last.
With In-Ovation R, you’ll look your best 
during — and after — treatment. That’s        
because the In-Ovation R Interactive™ 
technology enables your doctor to fine 
tune the finished results needed to achieve 
the optimal facial proportion and esthetics 
through the final phase of your treatment. 
No matter what your age you can enjoy the 
cosmetic and health benefits of properly 
aligned teeth with In-Ovation R system 
braces.

In-Ovation R System Braces
• Enhanced Comfort

• Less Obtrusive Treatment

• Fewer Follow Ups

• Shorter Appointments

• No Elastics or Metal Ties

• The Smile You’ve Always Wanted


